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Of late years, work of uch potential value In certain fields 

has been undertaken and, indeed, ha* reached a point “kore returns of 
value are to be anticipated, 
fore, to'lose Irrevocably all that has gone into this wort in trying 
to tide the country over an admittedly serious temporary situation#
In the present struggle for world rxrkets eur scientific ervlces are 
the weapons upon which we oust depend to enable us to oversow the

It uoee not aeon good business, there-

compétition ye are compelled to face# 
îhe soy ‘rest blow that will be 

however, 1» to the human material, l#e# to the technical personnel# 
“e do not refer to the personal effect upon she mon themselves, but

For years it has

salt by the proposed re motions,

the effect on the future development of Canada, 
been urgea that Canada lacked a sufficient body of trained men, that, i
In spite of what was being accomplished, a different and more thorough

view-point and a different method of approach was
fhie

training, a n
necessary to enable us to most modern compétitive methods.
challenge was accepted by the universités, which, at considerable 
cost to themselves and with no appreciable assistance froe the 
government, built up an organisation capable of meeting these supposed 

As a result# there is ne available a no re adequate forceneeds#
of competent young Canadians trained and equipped in 0aim da to solve 
Can dian problems.

The propose: sudden cessation of activities means that these
men what find employment else-,, ere and, not only that, but it will
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force othors In a less advanced state of training to look elsewhere
The result will be that when this time of 

stress is over *© shall iel»her hav<* 'these r >thWs to take
.her»e men will b% irrevocably lost to us; the care

for their life work.

their places#


